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Expeditionary Learning 
 
 I stood at the rock base, re-checking the knot in my rope, re-tying my shoes--hesitating 
because I didn't want to climb quite yet. "Climbing?" I whispered. "Climb on," my partner 
shouted back. I reached nervously for the handhold in front of me on the granite rock. I squinted 
my eyes and shook my head in disbelief. "How do you do this?" I pleadingly asked my instructor 
as my voice quivered. "Up is always good. There's not always a right way. You just have to do 
the climb on your own." His well-tanned hand motioned me toward the rock face. I looked back 
as if to question, "Are you sure?" He nodded, and his gentle smile told me "Yes." 
 
 While this event remains a part of my memory from five years ago on an Outward Bound 
trip in Joshua Tree, California, it is a memory that I frequent often, especially now that I'm 
teaching. You see, although my English 101 classes might seem far from that wilderness 
experience, I've found that the idea of wilderness learning, or adventure education, if you will, is 
not far from the college setting. In fact, I believe that just as the outdoors adventure incorporates 
risk-taking, challenge, and community living as an integral element to learning, colleges 
naturally encourage similar experiences: we, too, ask our students to take risks, face challenges, 
and to work through the issues of community living. 
 
 While we may recognize that college life can be somewhat adventurous, what would be 
the outcome of harnessing that adventurous spirit and using it as a learning and teaching tool? 
What if we made our learning "expeditionary"? Here are three key principles taken from a 
national program called Expeditionary Learning Outward Bound that, while often applied in a 
wilderness setting, can be transferred to the college classroom as well: 
 

• The Primacy of Self-Discovery--When we take off to the wilderness, we seek an 
adventure; we seek to get away from the normalcy of everyday life and to come back 
with memories that lead us to self-discovery. Wilderness memories are easy to access 
because they are memories from a world in which our learning really meant something. 
Many expeditionary groups harness this highly charged atmosphere as a way of helping 
participants learn powerful lessons about their lives. Perhaps climbing to the top of a rock 
can teach one about working through the fear of failure. Or maybe enduring a rigorous 
backpacking trip through the Tetons helps one learn about the capacity for endurance in 
other areas of life. In essence, the unique quality of an expedition helps the participants 
discover characteristics about themselves they wouldn't have discovered otherwise. 
 
The college experience in its own way is also an experience out of the ordinary in a place 
with many new sights and sounds. While writing an English 101 essay might not seem to 



us as monumental as scaling a 100 foot wall, it often can seem so to our students, and the 
outcome can often be similar. We can assist our students by creating memories not only 
of survival but of success in the face of fear. Our teaching can incorporate both cognitive 
and affective learning. And we must not only give challenging assignments to our 
students but also be willing to work with them, side-by-side, as a guide, encouraging 
them to find their own way up. Expeditionary learning requires that while students are 
learning about subject matter, they are also learning about themselves. Lessons, 
assignments, and the classroom environment, just like the wilderness setting, must be 
able to facilitate an attitude in students that helps them discover they "have more in them 
than they think." 

 
•The Having of Wonderful Ideas--Often, adventure education calls for the members of 
an expedition to enter into a contract with each other that outlines the standards and 
norms that are elemental to living in the expedition community. Such a contract, as based 
on the ELOB Project Adventure Full Value Contract, creates an understanding between 
members that all voices will be heard, that all opinions will be respected, and that all 
participants are expected to contribute to the richness of the experience. In the classroom, 
such an agreement may take the form of a written contract that outlines the expectations 
and behaviors students have toward the instructor, their peers, the classroom 
environment, and the course materials. The contract is dynamic, changeable at any point, 
and to be revisited often to evaluate its effectiveness. Essentially, because the contract 
calls for students to "be here, be safe, be honest, and set goals," the agreement plays a 
crucial role in establishing expeditionary-like behavior in the classroom. In this kind of 
classroom we provide an atmosphere that stirs free inquiry and provides the safety 
necessary to take risks in the sharing and discovery of ideas through the process of failing 
and succeeding. 
 
The atmosphere that permits each student to have wonderful ideas is not created 
spontaneously; it must be intentional and planned. We must take time to create the 
boundaries and expectations of our learning community before we delve into our subject 
matter. If our teaching does not consider the codes necessary for students interacting with 
one another, with the instructor, and even with the material, then our attempts to get the 
students interested in the subject matter might be in vain. 

 
•The Responsibility of Learning--In the wilderness, each participant's responsibility is 
taken seriously because it is necessary for the survival of all. We must learn to purify 
water before drinking it and how to use topographical maps and a compass before 
attempting to find our way through the desert. Thus, learning becomes meaningful. If it 
does not seem crucial to learn the correct MLA form, who Sigmund Freud is, the 
economics of third-world countries, or how to read someone his Miranda rights, how can 
we expect students to take our courses seriously? In order to make learning 
expeditionary, the learning that students are asked to do must seem meaningful. Students 
must know that their efforts contribute to something larger than themselves; their learning 
must have personal consequences. Failure and success must be connected to something as 
important to their lives as survival is to the participants of an expedition. Are we 
assigning meaningful activities that have consequences in the real world, that affect the 



community in which we live, and, thus, move students to see that their learning really 
does matter? 

 
 Expeditionary Learning Outward Bound focuses on a number of other principles, like 
Intimacy and Caring; Success and Failure; Collaboration and Competition; Diversity and 
Inclusivity; The Natural World; Reflection and Solitude; Service and Compassion. Had my 
instructor answered my question for me, I might have climbed the rock but my accomplishment 
would have been overshadowed by his knowledge; my expedition would have been a semblance 
of his answers. But because I chose the route, took the risk of failing, and made my own 
decisions, I answered my own questions and the expedition became my own. 
 
April Lewandowski, English 
 
The opinions printed here belong solely to the authors and do not necessarily represent the 
opinions of the editorial staff or of the Faculty Center. If you would like to respond, e-mail 
Nienhuis by the 8th of the month. 
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Student Affairs, Academic Affairs, and You 
 
In the last issue of notes & quotes, Hal Herzog asserted that "the historic division between the Offices of 
Student Development and of Academic Affairs impedes sharing of resources and works against a 
philosophy in which the sort of outdoor education activities that April describes can become an 
integrated component of each student’s overall college experience."  
 
As I begin my ninth month at WCU as the Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, I can see the importance 
of Hal's assertion. In fact, one of our major goals this year has been to repair this historic division, and I 
am delighted with the progress we have already made. I am especially enthusiastic about our 
collaboration with the Faculty Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning and with individual 
departments and faculty in designing and implementing programs for students. In our new vision 
statement, developed last summer, we assert that: 
 

The Division of Student Affairs will be an integral partner in assuring a premiere student-centered 
and inclusive learning community at Western Carolina University. Such a community will offer 
diverse and dynamic opportunities for student learning which are designed to create educated, 
ethically and morally responsible, fully-functioning leaders who contribute to the global society. 

 
Why should faculty be interested in this new and closer alliance of Student and Academic Affairs? I 
believe that Student Affairs plays a vital role in student learning, satisfaction, and retention. For 
example, with our new "enrollment support" focus and our collaboration with Academic Affairs we 
hope our role in both student recruitment and retention will be substantially strengthened. In the case of 
student retention, I believe that there are some compelling reasons why cooperation with academic 
affairs is so important. Among these are the following: 
 

•Simply stated, high student retention rates help insure that faculty members have a steady stream of 
students to fill their classrooms and maintain the integrity of the teaching function. 

 
•Collaboration presents a "united front" to students and their families, affirming the notion that 
retention is an institutional concern. Students must find meaning in both their academic and co-
curricular experiences, and we must jointly support them as they continuously examine the 
"goodness of fit" between our institution and their professional and personal goals. 

 
•Retention obviously has a direct impact on the fiscal stability of our institution and specific 
academic departments. It is important that departments have sufficient financial resources to 



maintain current faculty, hire new faculty as needed, and offer courses at the "cutting" edge of their 
disciplines. 

 
•Finally, I believe that good student retention contributes to the elevation of faculty morale and 
esprit de corps. Faculty members in departments with full classes, solid resources for professional 
development, research, and creative opportunities, and adequate salary increases will be those who 
flourish and contribute meaningfully to the academic mission of our institution.  

 
In order to encourage this new partnership between Student and Academic Affairs we have instituted: 
 

•Collaborative programming with the Faculty Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning on 
such topics as assessment, retention, and sexual assault 
 
•A Task Force on Retention co-chaired by the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and the Vice 
Chancellor for Student Affairs 
 
•A Drug and Alcohol Education Task Force co-chaired by the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 
and the Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs 
 
•A Student Leadership Development Team co-chaired by the Assistant Dean for Student 
Development and a faculty member from the College of Business 
 
•Inclusion of the Chair of the Faculty Senate Council on Student Affairs in all Student Affairs staff 
meetings and the addition of the Dean of Student Development to the Deans Council 
 
•Incorporation of specific academic departments--Interior Design, Art, Music, Health and Human 
Performance, for example--in the development of the Cyber Cafe Coffeehouse, forthcoming dance 
club, expansion of the University Center, and renovation of the Old Student Union 
 
•Cooperation with the advisors to over 20 academic honorary organizations to support the 
development of an Academic Greek Council 
 
•Collaboration with the College of Education and Allied Professions on a proposal for a new 
graduate program in College Student Personnel 
   
•Commitment from several members of the staff (as well as all new staff members to be hired in the 
division) to teach USI 130 as part of a learning community or as an independent section 

 
In addition, the division is using the General Education student learning outcomes as a framework for 
our strategic action plan. Our goal is to correlate the objectives of our activities with those academic 
skills and competencies which WCU hopes to develop in our students. As we continue our work, try to 
improve upon these seminal efforts, and expand into new territory, how can we continue to cultivate a 
"seamless" flow between the curriculum and co-curriculum? I welcome your responses to questions like 
these: 
 



•How can we work on addressing student needs holistically, acknowledging that students do not 
necessarily divide us into the neat "organizational chunks" characteristic of our unit and division 
flow charts?  
 
•Do we need to change our fundamental attitudes and beliefs about students and the nature of our 
relationships with them in any way to achieve improved retention?  
 
•What other areas of coordination in activities for students are we missing?  
 
•Where are the communication gaps?   

 
I  like to think of our division as a learning organization. As such, I welcome your responses to the 
questions I have raised. Clearly, these questions will help us to reflect on our work and improve what we 
do. Let the dialogue begin. 
 
Robert Caruso, Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs 
 
The opinions printed here belong solely to the authors and do not necessarily represent the 
opinions of the editorial staff or of the Faculty Center. If you would like to respond, e-mail 
Nienhuis by the 8th of the month. 
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A Ropes Course for WCU 
 
Many people realize that a wilderness experience like a high or low ropes course is an effective 
experiential learning tool. So why is WCU--a school which prides itself on commitment to 
teaching and a community of scholarship--lagging behind other schools like ASU, UNC-C, 
UNC-CH, and Western Piedmont Community College in using such powerful educational 
experiences for our students? 
 
A ropes course is a carefully designed set of tasks (similar to a military obstacle course) that 
requires for completion a great deal of planning, cooperation, leadership, risk-taking, teamwork, 
trust, ingenuity, and perseverance. Unlike the military obstacle course, participants do not 
compete against each other but must cooperate to solve a set of experiential problems. For 
example, a low ropes course might resemble a giant spider's web made of rope suspended 
between a group of trees. To negotiate all the participants through the web, everyone must 
address specific communication issues similar to situations in the classroom or workplace. 
Lessons are learned experientially, which tends to have a greater impact than ordinary classroom 
sessions. Ropes courses are widely used by all kinds of organizations such as corporations, 
hospitals, schools, and universities. 
 
At present, Western is engaged in a paradigm shift, a significant change in how we "educate" 
students and create a caring university environment. This shift is reflected in our efforts to create 
learning communities, restructure the admissions process, initiate a co-curricular transcript, 
develop a new system of university governance, collaborate with Sylva businesses, review 
General Ed and USI-130, increase service learning and volunteerism, and build a leadership 
training program. While no one piece of equipment can remedy all of our problems, retain all of 
our students, or redesign our curriculum, a ropes course could be a significant part of the "high-
touch" hardware for this rapidly changing "hi-tech" educational community.   
 

Top Ten Reasons For Committing Resources to the Development of a Ropes Course at 
WCU 

 
10) It is Part of Something Bigger than Self: Many high ropes course graduates note  

their new or revived experience of a "higher power"--a spirit, a force, a god--while 
working through the many challenges. 

 
9) Healthy Challenges: Our students tell us with words and actions that they need and 



want to be challenged in ways that "push the envelope" of experience. Outward Bound 
has used experiential or expeditionary learning as a way to help young people combat 
drug, alcohol, and emotional problems and to become more responsible citizens. Why not 
offer our students an attractive and healthy alternative to challenge their bodies and 
minds? 

 
8) Collaboration:  As Student Affairs Vice Chancellor Bob Caruso acknowledged recently, 

the "historic division" between Student Affairs and Academic Affairs is being narrowed 
and collaborative efforts are on the rise. Here’s another way to combine the skills and 
disciplines of faculty and staff to aid the personal and professional growth of our 
students. 

 
7) To Value Differences: Ropes courses teach participants how to listen, value, 

and use each player’s voice, opinion, and differing experiences and skills.  Everyone is 
important. Success is dependent on everyone working together. 
 

6) Personal Investment and Consequences in One’s Own Learning; What better 
way to feel connected to what you are learning than to have obvious obstacles to 
overcome, personal and relationship risks to take, and clear markers to celebrate success? 

 
5) Leadership: Currently, the Leadership Team is listening to students about their need and 

desire for a planned and professionally managed training in leadership. A ropes course 
could be a significant cornerstone of this leadership development experience. 

 
4) Team Building: A traditional use of initiative courses is the building of group 

communication skills and trust. Caesar Hunt (formally of the Admissions Office) and 
Chris Gunn facilitated three meetings in Spring '97 between key student leaders 
representing white fraternities and black athletes to address inter-group tensions at that 
time. Though these "table talks" were reported to be quite successful and meaningful, 
having an action-oriented "classroom" to build trust and teamwork would have been even 
better. This tool for team building would be available to student groups, clubs, 
organizations, university departments, staffs, and even committees. 

 
3) Identity: As has been recently argued by professors Herzog and Phipps, WCU has a  

prime location within a pristine geographic area that encourages an identity, a "sense of 
place," that integrates and synthesizes our natural environment and a WCU education. 
This identity could be successfully used to attract students (and faculty) who value a 
"community of scholarship" utilizing our outdoor environment as a classroom. 

 
2) Retention: As the literature in student development has researched and argued for years,  

retention of students is related to students feeling a sense of belonging outside the 
classroom. Ropes courses connect students to each other and to staff and faculty in a way 
that is qualitatively different from any other pedagogical approach. 

 
1) Big Benefit for Dinky Dollars: University Center Director, Tim Jacobs, estimates that  



a high quality course could be built at Western (and using minimal space) for $30,000 to 
$42,000. Already this year since May, WCU has spent over $7000 to take student groups 
off-campus to use such courses elsewhere. Obviously, compared to other capital projects 
currently underway here, this is a small price tag with a relatively quick payback period.  
(And compare this price tag to the rumored $50,000 we are paying Bob Dole for his brief 
tour of Western!) 

 
So, if we are concerned with teaching, learning, community, development, change, and using the 
resources unique to the region, instead of waiting for an administrative appointment of a 
committee, let’s form one ourselves. Where are the people who are willing to look at the logistics 
of implementing a ropes course here, to develop a proposal, and to find the funds? If you are 
willing to help get this kind of course off the ground (so to speak), call or e-mail April 
Lewandowski (x7264; Lewandowski) or Chris Gunn (x7469; Gunn). 
 
Chris Gunn, Assistant Director, Counseling and Psychological Services, and  
April Lewandowski, English  
 
The opinions printed here belong solely to the authors and do not necessarily represent the 
opinions of the editorial staff or of the Faculty Center. If you would like to respond, e-mail 
Nienhuis by the 8th of the month. 
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Salaries 
 

 Since the mid 1970s, inequitable salary increases at WCU have led to salary differentials 
that border on the ludicrous. In one department, for example, there is a salary differential of 
$26,292 between the lowest paid associate professor and the highest paid full professor, and both 
teachers received their Ph.D. within one year of one another. Similar differentials can be found in 
nearly every department on campus and in every college. If you have the stomach for it, check the 
1998-99 BD 119 for the salaries in your department and college. 
 
 And these differentials have been exacerbated by the extraordinary range in raises 
awarded in most years. In the College of Business, for example, this year's salary increases 
ranged from $0 to $5,821. For the College of Arts & Sciences, the range was from $625 to 
$2,325, and in the College of Applied Science the overall range was from $625 to $2,975. In the 
College of Education and Allied Professions, one individual received an increase of $3,975 while 
another received $375. These huge differences in raises are sometimes the result of working with 
a percentage system (only the College of Arts & Sciences has abandoned the percentage system 
to work with fixed dollar amounts), but nowhere do the raises seem to be part of any attempt to 
redress currently gross disparities. In fact, the range of salary increases seems to be widening 
these disparities, and there does not seem to be any overall plan for addressing inequities and 
bringing salaries into a more equitable pattern of distribution. In fact, there seems to be no 
overall plan for making rational salary adjustments in general. New faculty are often hired at 
salaries higher than existing faculty with the same or more experience, and every year the 
problems with salary get more serious and harder to solve. 
 
 One obvious problem is that there are too many categories of salary increase--too many 
fine distinctions that must end up seeming arbitrary to those who finish lower rather than higher 
on the merit ladder. Here is the breakdown of the number of faculty in the four undergraduate 
colleges, along with the number of categories used for salary increases. Part-time faculty (whose 
salaries are unconscionably low), visiting faculty, endowed chairs, faculty on phased retirement, 
faculty on short-term disability, new and vacant positions, and promotion monies and 
administrative supplements were excluded: 
 
College of Business     48 faculty  36 categories  
College of Education and Allied Professions  60 faculty 26 categories 
College of Applied Sciences    50 faculty  24 categories 
College of Arts and Sciences    131 faculty  27 categories 
 



In the College of Business, the largest number of faculty in any one salary category was only 3. 
How can the people who make decisions on salary increases decide whether an individual is 
worth a $1,200 increase or a $1,250 increase? Or how about increases of $1,253, $1,267, and 
$1,271, or 3.20% and 3.21%, if you prefer? What, on the other hand, is the effect on an 
individual's morale when s/he sees that s/he is ranked at the "bottom" of a scale of 10 for a 
department? Wouldn't it be easier and more effective to have fewer categories and make fewer 
fine distinctions? 

 
Solutions 

 
1.  Salary Adjustments 
 

a. Develop "base line" data for each college to establish the expected salaries for faculty 
based on years of experience and the average percentage raises available for each year. Then 
establish a reasonable range of salary for each year of experience. As a suggestion, you might 
have a range of $6,000 for faculty with 20 years of experience, from $45,000 to $51,000, the 
median being $48,000. If an individual who has performed acceptably for 20 years was 
earning $48,000, an individual who has consistently performed above average would be 
earning $51,000, and an individual who has consistently performed below average would be 
earning $45,000. Individuals with mixed records would be somewhere between these limits. 
When, after making these calculations, obvious inequities appear, make it a high priority over 
a period of years to fix them. 

 
b. If new faculty are hired at a salary higher than existing faculty with the same or more 
experience, adjustments must be made the following year to readdress the salary differential. 

 
c. Continually monitor salaries and make adjustments when appropriate. 

 
Salary adjustment requires that a pot of money be set aside from the total monies available from 
the state for raises each year. Complete adjustment may take several years, and faculty should 
understand this. 
 
2.  Merit Raises 
 

a. Drastically revise the current system. Let's reduce the number of categories. I suggest 
three--better than average, average, and below average. I would expect most faculty to fall in 
the average category.   

 
b. Provide merit in dollar amounts rather than in percentage amounts in every college. 
Percentage increases simply compound the inequities that already exist. With raises in dollar 
amounts, young, exemplary faculty would get the same amount as old, exemplary faculty. 
Such a system would substantially decrease the widening differentials seen when comparing 
new and experienced faculty. I know that some experienced faculty support a merit system 
based on percentages, but this leads to the discrepancies we see in salaries today. 

 
 3. Informing the Faculty 



 
The letter informing faculty of the salary increase each year should clearly state the dollar 
amount awarded for each category of merit for the year, the amount that the individual received, 
and the amount of any adjustment. 
 
4. Who does the work? 
 
Set up one committee for each college and an overview committee for the entire university. The 
university committee should report directly to the Faculty Senate. The College of Arts and 
Sciences has had such a committee for several years, and most of the solutions proposed above 
have been recommended to various deans over the years. I've been on this committee for several 
years, and, if a university committee is appointed, my hat is in the ring already. 
  
Henry Mainwaring, Biology 
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Dr. NoNet and Dr. YesNet On the Internet 
 
A student at the Hunter Library Reference Desk asks for help locating information for writing a 
report. Her professor, Dr. NoNet, told the class they could not use anything from "the Internet." 
Now, what does Dr. NoNet mean? If taken literally, this prohibition means: 
 

•The student can use the paper set of Encyclopedia Britannica but cannot use Britannica 
Online available on the Internet. 
 
•The student can only use the paper periodical indexes on the tables and shelves of the library 
but cannot use the online versions of these indexes available through the library on the 
Internet. 
 
•The student can only use books and journals available on paper or microform in the library 
but not a full-text printout of an article from an online index on the Internet. 
 
•The student can use paper reserve materials but cannot use any items put on electronic 
reserves by the professor because the library has put them on the Internet. 
 
•The student can use books on the library Reference shelves but cannot use the library 
homepage and any of its Web links to access full-text dictionaries, biographies, almanacs, 
book reviews, directories, encyclopedias, style sheets, newspapers, journals, and other peer 
reviewed Web sites because these resources are on the Internet. 
 
•The student cannot use any source on the Internet that was found using the Netscape search 
button or an Internet search engine, regardless of its source (even the Census Bureau, World 
Health Organization, the Louvre, PBS or Yale University).  

 
In an attempt to sort out the meaning of NoNet's research parameters we might consider the 
professor's possible intent. Is he trying to introduce students to good reliable print materials? Is 
he trying to avoid unreliable Web references? Or perhaps he is trying to help limit the amount of 
information available to students so that their work is more manageable? Without explanation, 
students (as well as Reference Librarians) are stumped, and it affects the quality of their work.  
 
Granted, in the changing and expanding computer world, everyone is trying to make information 
available on the Internet. However, it's not only Tom, Dick and Harry publishing on the Internet. 
Databases, journals, government agencies, libraries, and museums also appear there. Information 



resources that were once only available in paper are now available in a variety of formats via the 
Web. Cutting Internet resources completely out of the research process eliminates the 
opportunity for students to use a "fun and easy" format to examine and critically evaluate 
information. No course of study, especially in higher education, is adequate unless it helps to 
develop the students' ability to deal with the burgeoning information in their fields. Educators in 
all disciplines need to work together to ensure that students become information literate. When 
they graduate, students must be able to recognize and solve information problems and learn from 
the most current, reliable information resources. 
If your students use Yahoo, InfoSeek, Lycos, or Excite exclusively, they will certainly encounter 
lots of garbage and may use some of this as the basis of their papers. Students don't have the 
experience to recognize inaccurate or biased information. What are you doing to help them 
evaluate and limit this volume of information? Just telling them not to use the Internet is not 
enough! Teaching students how to limit and evaluate data is the answer. 
 
Dr. NoNet's colleague, Dr. YesNet, talks in class about the importance of finding and using good 
information and discusses the evaluation of all information resources as she makes assignments. 
She knows students love to use Web sites so she uses the WWW to help them develop critical 
thinking skills. YesNet leads students to appropriate paper and electronic sources as a 
springboard and by the end of the course allows them to explore freely. She: 
 

•Encourages students to use encyclopedias for an introduction to a subject. Britannica Online 
is on her list of appropriate encyclopedias, but so is The  Encyclopedia of Religion and 
Encyclopedia of Bioethics, among others found in the Reference collection.  
 
•Encourages students to find articles using both paper indexes and the databases available 
through the library's homepage (http://www.wcu.edu/library). She takes the class to the 
library to get advanced instruction and practice on the databases appropriate to upcoming 
assignments. 
 
•Warns students not to be lazy, but to choose the BEST articles, not merely the full-text 
articles furnished by databases. She provides instruction on Boolean searching and other 
techniques for refining searches that have resulted in large numbers of citations. 
 
•Provides electronic reserve readings for students, so that they can access them from their 
dorm rooms. Often these short stories and articles are the basis of assignments and she 
expects students to quote them in papers. 
 
•Considers the Research Tools links on the library's home page, though currently limited in 
number, to be equal in quality to reference books. However, she also includes the library's 
Reference Desk phone number on her syllabus. 
 
•Provides guidelines to evaluate web sites. John Henderson's "T is For Thinking" 
(http://www.ithaca.edu/library/Training/hott.html) is her current favorite web guide. 
Occasionally she requires that the students explain the search process they used to find their 
references and requires that students defend a Web site's credibility for their papers. 

 



Before giving your students another research assignment, is it time to "go back to school" and 
learn more about what's on the Internet and how to manage it? Hunter librarians offer instruction 
to faculty groups and often work with individuals as well. Simply restricting students' use of the 
Internet as Dr. NoNet does has no practical or educational value. The criteria for evaluating 
Internet sites are similar to those for evaluating books and journals, and many writing and style 
guides provide excellent evaluation guidelines. For starters check out the Teaching Tip attached 
to this page and let us know how it works with your students. 
 
Jill Ellern and Betsy Whitley, Hunter Library  
 
 
The opinions printed here belong solely to the authors and do not necessarily represent the 
opinions of the editorial staff or of the Faculty Center. If you would like to respond, e-mail 
Nienhuis by the 8th of the month. 
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The TPR Process:  
Fight Together or Hang Separately 

 
 One of the mixed blessings associated with gaining academic tenure is the 
obligation/privilege/responsibility of serving on a tenure, promotion, and retention committee. 
As a "newbie" to the other side of the TPR process, I've been concerned and troubled about some 
things. I suspect I may not be alone. Some of my concerns are professional; some are personal. 
 
 First, what are the qualifications for TPR, who determines them, and who decides when they 
have been met? The University of North Carolina Board of Governors established basic TPR 
guidelines for our state universities. Those guidelines have been incorporated into The Faculty 
Handbook, which says that TPR criteria are to be developed by academic departments and 
incorporated into a departmental TPR document. If I understand the process, the departmental 
TPR document is then approved by the department's college and the university. Once approved, 
that departmental TPR document governs TPR decisions for departmental faculty. Right? Yeah, 
right! 
 
 It makes sense for departments to establish the criteria. Faculty sharing disciplines are 
grouped into departments. Those departments also allocate resources, determine teaching loads, 
perform Annual Faculty Evaluations, provide peer evaluations, and do outcomes assessments 
that impact on both learning and teaching. It is also the departments that provide reduced 
teaching loads and otherwise make provisions for research time. While the stated policy calls for 
the departmental TPR document to be the basis for TPR decisions, many of us have long 
suspected that actual decisions derive from other criteria. We have seen positive departmental 
TPR committee recommendations rejected higher up the food chain, despite the fact that our 
disciplinary peers are to be found at the departmental level. We have even seen positive 
recommendations by BOTH DEPARTMENTAL AND COLLEGE TPR committees rejected at 
the university level. 
 
 One wonders by what criteria a university-wide committee or administrator can more 
accurately evaluate a faculty member than departmental peers or college colleagues? Are they 
reading the same TPR document? Is there a secret, mystical, university TPR document that takes 
precedence over departmental documents? Are university-level rejections of positive 
recommendations from departments and colleges honest, if somewhat arrogant, attempts to 
evaluate faculty in accordance with written criteria relevant to individual disciplines? If so, what 
leads a faculty member serving on a university committee to think he or she is capable of 



rendering a better evaluation of a colleague from another discipline than that colleague's 
disciplinary peers? Doesn't make much sense, does it? 
 
 Maybe it does. What if university-level TPR committees or administrators seek to 
"blackball" or punish, rather than genuinely evaluate on the basis of established departmental 
criteria? What if their function is to screen out "undesirables" or settle scores? Doesn't that make 
more sense? Or, what if the agenda is to save money by not promoting if possible. Think about 
it. The departmental committee says that, based on our departmental criteria, we recommend 
TPR. So do the department head, the college committee, and the college dean. No, says the 
university committee or administrator. All of you are mistaken. 
 Faculty decisions are supposed to be based on disciplinary-specific criteria drawn up by 
academic departments and published in departmental TPR documents, not on arbitrary standards, 
hunches, or feelings. Should those of us who serve on departmental and college TPR committees 
and struggle with the evaluations of our colleagues meekly submit to the rejection of our 
recommendations? Why have such committees if a university committee or administrator is 
going to make the decision anyway? Why did departments prepare TPR documents if they will 
not be used? Why doesn't the university simply issue a single, one-size-fits-all document that 
guarantees a faculty of "Stepford" Professors who don regalia and dutifully do as directed? Why 
the charade?  
 
 To fool us and those we recruit, of course. Much better to champion a sham system, pick us 
off one-by-one, and send chilling messages about expectations to those who follow us. I even 
heard one administrator tell an untenured faculty member in my department (which weights 
teaching as 60% of the total TPR criteria) that the faculty member would never get tenure unless 
the faculty member devoted less time to teaching and working with students and more time to 
preparing articles for tree-killing journals with minuscule audiences. I'll give odds the current 
TPR system at WCU is not what the Board of Governors intended in their TPR guidelines. I 
doubt it's what legislators or taxpayers want. I know it's not what students want. Anyone want 
the bet? 
 
 This year, how many faculty members, myself included, had their TPR applications rejected at 
the upper level, despite favorable recommendations from departments and colleges? How 
widespread is the problem? Who knows? Officials wrap themselves in a cloak of confidentiality 
they say is needed for personnel actions. They count on individual faculty members being too 
embarrassed at being rejected or too fearful of future decisions to make a public fuss about the 
system. 
 
 Let's put an end to that secrecy and shine some light on the process. I'll start with a personal 
"outing." This year, according to the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, my application for 
promotion from assistant professor to associate professor was rejected by a UNANIMOUS 
NEGATIVE vote of the university TPR committee, despite a UNANIMOUS POSITIVE vote by 
my departmental committee, a positive recommendation by my department head, an 11-1 
POSITIVE vote by the Arts and Sciences TPR committee, and a positive recommendation by the 
Acting Dean. The promotion's no big deal, and the pay differential's meager. However, the slap 
in the face, rather than the expected pat on the back, stings.  
 



 Now that I serve on my department's TPR committee, I'm deeply troubled by inevitable 
conflicts that lie ahead. Sooner or later, the recommendation of my committee about one of my 
departmental colleagues will be rejected. What will I do then? I hope I will find the courage to 
protest that rejection as publicly as possible and to demand a public accounting by whoever has 
rejected our recommendations. I hope I will champion our departmental criteria and our 
assessment of peers within our discipline. Surely, I will challenge any administrator 
presumptuous enough to overturn the collective wisdom of the faculty.  
 
 I challenge you to join me in coming out and making your treatment public. Yes, I'll 
probably fight, even if alone, but fighting together would be so much more effective. If you are 
concerned about this issue, let me know. I will compile a list of names and start an email 
discussion list that might lead to Faculty Senate consideration or some other appropriate action. 
Let's bring everything out in the open and subject it to scrutiny. Let's stop submitting meekly to 
unfair treatment. We owe it to ourselves, as well as to those who follow us.  
 
John Moore, Assistant Professor, Communications and Theatre Arts 
 
The opinions printed here belong solely to the authors and do not necessarily represent 
the opinions of the editorial staff or of the Faculty Center. If you would like to respond, e-
mail Nienhuis by the 8th of the month. 
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Our TPR System--Comments Toward a Meaningful Dialogue 
 
 John Moore's piece on tenure provides an excellent catalyst for a discussion that we, as a 
university community, need to engage. I believe, however, that focusing on the "arbitrary 
standards, hunches, or feelings" (that may in fact be too pervasive in tenure decisions) will 
accomplish little but to exacerbate existing tensions and negative perceptions. A suggested focus 
to help steer the discussion in meaningful and constructive directions is to ask:  
 

To what extent does the current tenure system add to or detract from our purpose and 
mission, and in what ways should the tenure system be improved to help us better serve 
our students (and other constituents)? 
 

 Is the term tenure "system" designed to encompass all processes and procedures before, 
during, and after tenure--much more than just the process of tenure review and actual tenure 
decisions? 
 
 Perhaps the fundamental root cause of distress, and the underlying limitations of the tenure 
system, is the incongruence between the levels involved in the tenure process.  As John stated, 
tenure guidelines are set at the departmental level. While this may be appropriate to an extent, 
tenure itself is really granted at the university level. The courts have interpreted tenure as, in 
essence, a "property interest" in the university that cannot be taken away without due process. 
Thus, tenure grants a professor university level rights and protections, though tenure decisions 
are supposed to be based on departmentally set criteria. Such "differences" in levels of review, 
decision, rights, and protections predispose the process to gamesmanship and politics, leading to 
highly dysfunctional conflicts that become personal. 
 
 It would be hard to refute the underlying premise of tenure--protection of academic freedom. 
We should all be free to express our ideas, beliefs, knowledge, and opinions without fear of 
retribution. Unfortunately, it appears that over time the tenure process and system has 
degenerated into an entitlement program that, in part, reduces overall accountability for action 
and results. 
 
 Since my arrival at WCU four years ago, I have been both amazed and disheartened by two 
very common behaviors surrounding the tenure system. First, I have repeatedly heard comments 
like "you shouldn't do that because you are not tenured." While most of these comments appear 
to originate from sincere concern for my well being (and I do appreciate the concern), the 



underlying message was baffling. In discussing this issue with others, particularly other non-
tenured faculty, the conclusion to be drawn is "until you get tenure, stick your head in a hole, do 
your research (and lots of it), and be careful in voicing your opinions." Such behaviors lead to 
stagnation, isolation, and insulation--invariably leading to the second baffling behavior. 
 
 This second behavior, which I have witnessed enough to believe that perhaps tenure should 
be eliminated altogether, is the almost total withdraw and detachment that some faculty 
demonstrate after being tenured. Unfortunately, such behavior is understandable given the 
messages sent prior to being tenured. When achieving tenure is viewed as a political battle to be 
"won," the natural result of such victory is the adoption of feelings of entitlement--"I've been 
through the wringer and have earned the right to pursue other interests."  Such behaviors, and the 
accompanying cynicism, hinder the educational process and the overall effectiveness of our 
university. They also serve to undermine the merits of the tenure system. 
 
 So, what are the answers?  I do not pretend to have any grand solutions (though I do have 
some ideas). I do, however, have a few suggestions for questions that may guide our discussion 
in meaningful and constructive directions: 
 

1. Why are tenure discussions "private." Do we not teach our students that they should be 
able to offer constructive criticisms to others and be able to accept such criticisms 
themselves? It's too bad we can't look each other in the eye and communicate our 
frustrations with each other. To me, it's kind of like posting grades and skipping town to 
avoid students. Such behaviors are both hypocritical and anti-learning. If someone does 
not deserve tenure, shouldn't we be willing to tell him / her face to face instead of passing 
blame onto a "committee" or "the administration"? 
 
2. How can we overcome the inherent biases involved in having your closest colleagues 
vote on your tenure and then having others who are only marginally (if at all) familiar 
with your work and/or contributions make the "final" decisions? Our close colleagues, 
given their proximity, are often least willing to pose the challenges and provide the 
criticism necessary for improvement and good decision making. Conversely, those who 
have limited knowledge of an individual cannot take into consideration the little "extras" 
that, while hard to put on paper, make candidates for tenure and promotion extremely 
valuable colleagues.  
 
3. What, clearly, are the criteria on which tenure should be granted / denied, and how 
should they be assessed? Relying on departmental criteria creates a system whereby some 
are held to very strict standards while others are held to very lenient standards, all in 
pursuit of the same reward. Such a system is inherently unfair and prone to conflict, 
politics, and gamesmanship. We should not just accept "UNC system bylaws" as 
justification for departmentally based criteria. Doing so only creates more tension as we 
try to pass off the limitations of the tenure system on others. 
 
4. What can we do to help reduce or eliminate the pervasive cynicism and negativity 
surrounding the tenure system? Such cynicism and negativity get passed on to our 



students and ultimately undermine the quality of everything we do as an institution of 
"higher" learning. 

 
 As most who know me would attest, I am never shy to voice my opinions and concerns and 
would welcome the opportunity to engage in broader, face-to-face discussions of these issues.  I 
have talked to many people with many different lengths of service at WCU. It seems that, for the 
most part, the University-level tenure system is more likely to tenure those who may not be 
deserving than to not tenure those who are. However, I do recognize that we have much room for 
improvement, and am willing to put effort into making these improvements. 
 
 If these discussions degenerate into gripe sessions, name calling, or blaming games--or start 
down the road of creating unenforceable, watered down policy--I will politely dismiss myself 
from the discussions.  That energy will be much better spent towards the development of our 
students. 
 
Rob Routhieaux 
 
The opinions printed here belong solely to the authors and do not necessarily represent the 
opinions of the editorial staff or of the Faculty Center.  


